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We show that a chemically engineered structural asymmetry in ½Tb2�molecular clusters renders the two

weakly coupled Tb3þ spin qubits magnetically inequivalent. The magnetic energy level spectrum of these

molecules meets then all conditions needed to realize a universal CNOT quantum gate. A proposal to

realize a SWAP gate within the same molecule is also discussed. Electronic paramagnetic resonance

experiments confirm that CNOT and SWAP transitions are not forbidden.
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Quantum computation [1,2] relies on the physical real-
ization of quantum bits and quantum gates. The former can
be in any of two distinguishable states, denoted here as spin-
up j *i and spin-down j +i, and also, as opposed to classical
bits, in any arbitrary linear superposition of these. The latter
involve controlled operations on two coupled qubits [1].
The universal controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate is the archetype
of such a controlled operation. It flips the target qubit
depending on the state of the control qubit [see Fig. 1(a)].
This definition implies that each of the two qubits should
respond inequivalently to some external stimulus, e.g.,
electric ormagnetic fields.A SWAP gate exchanges the states
of both qubits; i.e., it takes j*i1 � j+i2 to j+i1 � j*i2 and
vice versa.

Solid-state candidates for these elements include super-
conducting circuits [3–5], spins in semiconductors [6–8],
and molecular nanomagnets [9–14]. The last ones are
attractive for scalability, since arrays of identical magnetic
molecules can be prepared and grafted to solid substrates
or devices via simple chemical methods [15,16]. The re-
cent development of devices able to induce and readout the
spin reversal of individual atoms [17–19] might also make
feasible the coherent manipulation of one of these molecu-
lar qubits. State-of-the-art achievements with molecular
nanomagnets include the measurement and minimization
of single qubit decoherence rates [20–22] and the synthesis
of mutually interacting qubit pairs [23,24]. However, the
realization of a two-qubit quantum gate inside a molecular
cluster remains an outstanding challenge [12,14]. Here, we
show that ½Tb2� molecular clusters display a magnetic
asymmetry that should enable the realization of CNOT and
SWAP gates.

Lanthanide ions are promising candidates for encoding
quantum information [25]. For the realization of a quantum
gate, it seems therefore natural to look for molecules made
of just two weakly coupled lanthanide qubits. However, the

synthesis of asymmetric molecular dimers is not straight-
forward, as nature tends to make them symmetric. We
propose a solution, sketched in Fig. 1(b), that exploits the
ability of chemical design to finely tune the internal
molecular structure. We synthesized a dinuclear complex
of Tb3þ ions, hereafter briefly referred to as ½Tb2�, in which
the metallic dimer is wrapped by three asymmetric organic
ligands [26]. Each metal ion is in a different coordination
environment [see Fig. 1(c)]. In the following, we describe
experiments showing that this molecular cluster fulfills
the basic conditions to act as a quantum gate, namely,
the appropriate definition of the two qubits, the weak
coupling between them, and the magnetic asymmetry.
Measurements were performed on powdered specimens.

Above 1.8 K, the ac susceptibility and magnetization were
measured with a commercial SQUID magnetometer.
Between 13 mK and 1.5 K, ac susceptibility data were
measured with a �SQUID susceptometer [27], operating
from 0.01Hz up to 1MHz. dc-magnetizationmeasurements
below 2 K were performed using a Hall microprobe in-
stalled in a dilution refrigerator. Heat capacity measure-
ments down to � 0:35 K were performed using the
relaxation method by means of a commercial setup.
Continuous-wave electronic paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) experiments were carried out with a commercial
setup working in theX frequency band (9.8 GHz) and under
magnetic fields �0H � 1:4 T.
The ac magnetic susceptibility � provides direct insight

on the magnetic anisotropy of the Tb3þ ions and their
mutual coupling. For the lowest frequency (0.0158 Hz)
and above 100 mK, the in-phase component �0 gives the
equilibrium paramagnetic response [see Fig. 2(a)]. In

this regime, the cluster effective magnetic moment �eff ’
ð3kB�0T=NAÞ1=2. At room temperature, �eff ¼ 13:7ð1Þ�B

agrees with the effective moment of two uncoupled free

ions, i.e., �eff ¼ gJ�B½2JðJ þ 1Þ�1=2 ¼ 13:74�B, where
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gJ ¼ 3=2 and J ¼ 6 are the gyromagnetic ratio and the total
angular momentum given by Hund’s rules. The drop ob-
served below approximately 100 K can be assigned to
the thermal depopulation of magnetic energy levels split
by the crystal field. The value �eff ¼ 12:5ð1Þ�B measured

between 3 and 10 K is close to �eff ¼gJ�B2
1=2J¼

12:72�B, characteristic of two uncoupled Tb
3þ ions whose

angular momenta ~J1 and ~J2 point either up or down along
their local anisotropy axes. The magnetic anisotropy was
determined by fitting �0T between 3 and 300 K, using
expressions derived [28,29] for the simplest uniaxial an-
isotropyH ¼�DðJ21;zþJ22;zÞ. The fit givesD=kB ¼ 17 K.

Excited levels are separated by more than 180 K from the
ground state doublet, associated with the maximum projec-
tions mJ ¼ �J [see Fig. 2(b)]. These states provide then,
for each ion, a proper definition of the qubit basis j*i �
jJ ¼ 6; mJ ¼ 6i and j+i � jJ ¼ 6; mJ ¼ �6i.

Below 3 K, we observe a second drop in �0T (Fig. 2) that

we attribute to the antiferromagnetic coupling �2Jex ~J1 ~J2

of the two qubits. This interpretation is corroborated by
the magnetic heat capacity cm;P, shown in Fig. 3 (see [28]).

At zero field, cm;P shows a Schottky-type broad anomaly

centered at Tmax ’ 0:9 K, which arises from the energy
splitting �¼4JexJ

2 between antiferromagnetic (j*i1�j+i2
and j+i1 � j*i2) and ferromagnetic (j*i1 � j*i2 and j+i1 �
j+i2) states. Using the condition kBTmax ¼ 0:42�, we
determine �=kB ’ 2:14 K and, from this, Jex=kB ¼
�0:016ð1Þ K.
Considering the value of �, the monotonic increase

of �0 down to 100 mK would be puzzling unless the
magnetic moments of the two Tb3þ ions do not exactly
compensate each other. As the coordination sphere deter-
mines the magnetic anisotropy, the easy axes of the two
ions need not be parallel to each other, but can instead
make a tilting angle �, as shown in Fig. 1. Because of this
misalignment and the very strong anisotropy, even the
states (j *i1 � j +i2 and j +i1 � j *i2) preserve a net mag-
netic moment. More importantly, the two ions will couple
differently to an external magnetic field; i.e., their effective
gyromagnetic ratios g1 and g2 will be different. For in-
stance, ifH is applied along one of the anisotropy axes, say
of qubit ‘‘1,’’ g1 ¼ gJ whereas g2 ¼ gJ cos�; i.e., it makes
the two spins inequivalent.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) ac susceptibility of polycrystalline
½Tb2� at different frequencies. Main panel: �0T product (left
axis) from which �eff is determined (right axis). Inset: �0 (solid
symbols) and �00 (open symbols). dc-susceptibility data
measured at �0H ¼ 0:1 T are also shown. The lines are least
squares fits of the ac (solid lines) and dc (dotted lines) suscep-
tibilities for collinear (� ¼ 0, red thin lines) and noncollinear
(� ¼ 66�, blue thick lines) anisotropy axes. (b) Zero-field
energy level structure of ½Tb2� derived from these fits.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Illustration of a quantum CNOT

operation on two coupled spin qubits. (b) Synthesis [26] of an
asymmetric ½Tb2� complex using three H3L ligands. (c) The
resulting N2O6Cl and N3O6 coordination polyhedra around the
two Tb3þ ions exhibit C1 symmetry and C4v symmetry, respec-
tively [28], which induces a misalignment between their anisot-
ropy axes: left (purple) arrow, ‘‘control’’; right (blue) arrow,
‘‘target’’; large light (orange) ball, Cl; small dark (red) balls, O;
small light (blue) balls, N.
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Susceptibility and heat capacity measurements
confirm that g1 � g2. Indeed, below 10 K �0T (and thus
also �eff) is much larger than predicted for collinear
anisotropy axes (� ¼ 0). In contrast, an excellent agree-
ment is obtained for � ¼ 66�. We have also measured
the dc susceptibility for �0H ¼ 0:1 T, obtaining further
experimental evidence for noncollinear axes with the
same values of Jex and � estimated above. Heat capacity
data measured under H � 0 are shown in Fig. 3. This
quantity reflects the magnetic field dependence of the
energy levels, which, in its turn, should strongly depend
on �. As with the magnetic data, the results are in quali-
tative and quantitative agreement with calculations made
for � ¼ 66�.

An independent confirmation of the cluster magnetic
asymmetry is given by magnetization isotherms mea-
sured at T ¼ 0:26 and 2 K, shown in Fig. 4. We find
a finite paramagnetic response starting already from
H ¼ 0, which shows that the molecular ground state
possesses a net magnetic moment and, therefore, that
� � 0 and close indeed to 66�. The level crossing
between antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic states gives
rise to an abrupt magnetization jump, confirming the
antiferromagnetic character of the exchange interactions
and the value of Jex determined from heat capacity
experiments.

All experiments presented so far lead us to conclude that
the essential physics is captured by a Hamiltonian contain-
ing the uniaxial anisotropy, the exchange couplings, the
Zeeman energy, and, finally, the hyperfine interactions with
the nuclear spins I ¼ 3=2 of Tb. In the reduced subspace
defined by the relevant qubit states, with mJ ¼ �6, the
Hamiltonian simplifies to [28]

H ¼ �2JexJ1;zJ2;z � g1�BHJ1;z � g2�BHJ2;z

þ AJðJ1;zI1;z þ J2;zI2;zÞ; (1)

where AJ=kB ¼ 2:5	 10�2 K is the hyperfine constant.
Equation (1) enables us to discuss the performance of

½Tb2� as a two-qubit quantum gate. The ensuing energy
level spectrum is shown in Fig. 5(b) for � ¼ 66�. For
clarity, we show only levels with nuclear spin projections
mI;1 ¼ mI;2 ¼ �3=2. The magnetic asymmetry enables us

to univocally single out any of the desired transitions. For
instance, at�0H ¼ 0:07 T, only transitions between states
j*i1 � j+i2 and j+i1 � j*i2 (SWAP) would be resonant with
the energy of � ¼ 9:8 GHz photons (X-band EPR). Notice
that these two states differ in energy because g1 � g2.
The fact that SWAP gate operations can be induced by
electromagnetic radiation avoids the need of coherently
turning on and off interactions between the two qubits
that is characteristic of some existing proposals [12]. At
�0H ¼ 0:28 T, the resonant transition would be that from
j *i1 � j *i2 to j *i1 � j +i2 (CNOT). Therefore, SWAP and
CNOT operations can be selected by tuning H. The state

initialization can be easily carried out by cooling: at both
fields and at T ¼ 0:1 K, the ground state population
amounts to 99.3%. The short spin-lattice relaxation times
(T1 ’ 4	 10�4 s at 0.1 K) determined from the frequency-
dependent ac susceptibility data of Fig. 2 ensure that the
thermal populations will be readily attained.
The realization of gate operations also requires that

these transitions are allowed, e.g., by the presence of
weak transverse anisotropy terms. We have checked this
by performing continuous-wave EPR measurements on a
½Tb2� powdered sample. The absorption derivative mea-
sured at 6 K, shown in Fig. 5(a), consists of two broad

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Magnetic heat capacity of a pow-
dered sample of ½Tb2�. (b) Theoretical predictions for noncol-
linear anisotropy axes.

FIG. 4 (color online). Magnetization isotherms of ½Tb2�. The
data at T ¼ 0:26 K are compared with calculations made for
collinear (� ¼ 0, dotted line) and noncollinear (� ¼ 66�, solid
line) anisotropy axes.
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absorption lines centered at low H and at �0H ’ 0:3 T,
which can be associated with the SWAP and CNOT transi-
tions, respectively. The large widths are due to the average
in orientations that is inherent to a powder measurement
and also to the shift of the resonance fields depending on
the nuclear spin state, as a result of the �mI ¼ 0 selection
rule.

In conclusion, we have shown that molecular clusters
containing two lanthanide ions meet the ingredients re-
quired to implement a CNOT quantum gate. The definition
of control and target qubits is based on the magnetic in-
equivalence of the two ions, which has been achieved by
chemically engineering dissimilar coordination spheres.
The magnetic asymmetry also provides a method to realize
a SWAP gate in the same cluster. Although we have only
considered ½Tb2�, for which themagnetic asymmetry can be
easily determined on account of its large angular momen-
tum, the samemolecular structure can be realizedwith other
lanthanide ions [26]. This flexibility enables a vast choice of
quantum gate designs. These molecular clusters are stable
in solution, which opens the possibility of depositing them

onto devices able to manipulate its quantum spin state
[19,30]. Chemically engineered molecular quantum gates
can therefore open promising avenues for the realization of
scalable quantum computing architectures.
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